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Basher Science: Human Body, A Book with Guts! Created & illustrated by Simon Basher, written by

Dan GreenFrom the best-selling team that brought you The Periodic Table, Physics, Biology, and

Astronomy comes a topic that's close to our hearts-literally! Meet the characters and processes that

that keep the human body chugging along. From the basic building blocks like Cell, DNA, and

Protein, to Bones, Muscles, and all of the fun-loving Organs, readers will cozy up with the guys on

the inside. Trust us-Liver has never looked better!
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My son is 6 but can read at a 5th grade level, and he loves all of these books. The color photos and

the way they explain things, is perfect to grasp the attention of both children and adults. I wish I had

these when I was in school.

I love Basher's illustrations, and I think it is great that he illustrates children's introductory science

books. I recently read this to get a brush-up on my knowledge of the human body. I quite enjoyed it.

Each chapter builds on ideas and concepts introduced in previous chapters, and rather than

organizing each chapter by organ system, it starts with the basic building blocks of life (cells and



other microscopic organisms) and progresses to grouping systems that work together in subsequent

chapters. It is a fun read for kids because each organism "narrates" its own story of how it functions.

Human Body is actually part of the Basher Science Books series; Basher has also illustrated a

number of board books and picture books for toddlers that present early concepts such as

Opposites and Shapes. They're really cute, and the kids at my bookstore love them. I highly

recommend them for young reluctant readers or budding scientists 8 or 9 and up who want to read a

basic science book without being overwhelmed by sophisticated details.

I came across one of the books in this series in the gift shop at the Franklin Museum and thought it

would be great for my son who just started college. He has some tough classes that require a lot of

memorization and these books are perfect for that... takes tough topics and breaks them down into

terms easier to understand. They have great visuals too. Ended up buying 3 of them "The Period

Table", "Chemistry" and "The Human Body". His study partner loved them and I bought a set for her

too. Great books!

In my view, this book is well layed out with nice pictures and explanations that are not too long and

provide just the right amount of information. My six year old son asked for this book and we are

reading it one chapter a night. He has a lot of questions about the meaning of some words, but he

still seems interested. He also asked for the Basher Science Biology book. I have a feeling we will

collect many if not all books from the series.

we found our 1st Basher book in Ho Chi Minh City airport 2 years ago & bought it for our son to take

on holiday. Boy, he loved it so much we have bought almost every other book ever written in the

series because not only does he love them, but also his little sister! They are now 8 & 10 years old

and have so much fun while they learn...we thoroughly recommend all of these great little books.

Excellent book for elementary schools kids.. ..just enough information to get them interested and get

a dialogue going. This will not bore them down. A must have for parents for night time readings..

short and sweet...but be ready for Q&A from the kids.

My girls, 5 and 7, love all of these books. I like that the new ones come with a poster. They take the

poster out and hang it on their wall. As we read they point out things on the poster. We are about

halfway through this book and they are excited to read it every night. It is so funny to hear your 7



year old say, "Mom tonight we are going to read about DNA!"

My 6 year old daughter loves this book. She always is asking questions about how our bodies work.

This book is very informative but the content isn't too difficult for her to understand. My 4 year old

even likes this book.
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